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Abstract
Superparticles including gravitons appearing in the laboratory due to a novel technique (Tahan, 2011, 2012)
meant that the gravitino exists, concluded to have a low mass consequently requiring this affirmative
presentation. A low mass gravitino would not have been problematic related to Big Bang Nucleosynthesis (BBN)
and baryogenesis if understanding a correlation between inflation and gravitino abundance (Ellis, Linde, &
Nanopoulos, 1982), particularly when considering the particle to be dark matter and the lightest supersymmetric
particle or superparticle (LSP). Gravitinos--proposed by this paper to be in the fifth dimension as dark
matter--subsist because of inflation. This manuscript is a first discussion of the gravitino based on
experimentation.
Keywords: Gravitino, supersymmetry, superparticles (superpartners), graviton, dark matter, D-brane, black hole,
extra dimensions, entropy, inflation
1. Background
A novel technique that led to the observations of superpartner including graviton effects in the lab forced the
need to present declaratively the existence of the gravitino, only speculative presentations being in the literature,
and to propose anew how the low mass gravitino can exist as dark matter particularly in consideration of
inflation, which has been appreciated as part of the history of the Cosmos though a specific particle related to it
has not been observed. Since only inflation would have permitted an acceptable gravitino abundance in keeping
with visualizations of the Universe (Khlopov & Linde, 1984), the superpartner dark matter that accompanies the
graviton can be acknowledged as a representative particle for it. Experienced readers could understand this work
to be partly a review; yet, what should be remembered is that this manuscript is not a compendium regarding the
gravitino but is focused on and exists due to the innovative Figure 1 method. Considering a varied readership due
to interests in topics of this paper, well-recognized ideas to physicists are provided occasionally to improve
understanding of information gathered experimentally. References are presented if related to what has been
learned from experimentation; accordingly, certain readers may notice the omission of well-known citations that
may have little connection to the experiments or have not been included since the works do not add significantly
in relation to references already presented for the understanding of how the innovation can advance particular
disciplines, e.g. dark matter studies.
Experiments were conducted to test the affects of low frequency quanta on Hydrogen in a magnetic field. From
set-ups energy that imparted mass (mass-energy) emerged that could be directed over distances while adhering to
the inverse square law, hinting at the possibility that the mass-energy was due to gravitons. Support for the
emergence of the carrier graviton was observed when laser light was incorporated in the set-up for experiments
as shown in Figure 1. The laser light should be appreciated not to have been part of the symmetry breaking
technique but simply an addition of light to the set-up to understand if gravitons were emerging. The thought was
that an increased bending of spacetime due to released gravitons from the Hydrogen area in the tube could
change the path of the light traveling in spacetime--as with the bending of light by celestial bodies--because
spacetime is ubiquitous, not only outside of the atmosphere of the Earth.
The light was recorded to curve around the tube holding the Hydrogen while a D-brane with an open string for
the laser light appeared, which demonstrated that strings including the graviton exist thereby showing string
theory to be a unifying theory (Tahan, 2011). The curving of the laser light resulted from gravitons having
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coupled to the tube, which consequently sufficiently bent spacetime due to additional mass from the mass-energy
carrier gravitons. Based on the theoretical work for supergravity, the gravitino should be understood to exist due
to the recorded effects of gravitons in the laboratory--the superpartner being well-accepted by scholars to
accompany the boson graviton. Various control trials were performed to understand if the appearance of the
D-brane that nearly mirrored images from literature of D-branes with open strings could be explained differently.
No other conclusion in view of the set-up seemed reasonable, testable hypotheses resulting in being
unacceptable.
1.1 Introduction
Consideration of the gravitino as dark matter (Pagels & Primack, 1982) including in relation to inflation is
unoriginal, as well as presenting the gravitino to be the LSP (Khlopov & Linde, 1984; Bolz, Buchmüller, &
Plümacher, 1998; Moroi, Murayama, & Yamaguchi, 1993); numerous other references could have been included
since the gravitino has been well-studied theoretically, particularly as a dark matter particle. But the gravitino has
never been known to exist. Various collider experiments have presented no evidence for supersymmetry, which
would exclude the gravitino as dark matter particularly if superparticles are never detected when believing
colliders to be the only means to study supersymmetry. Still, before the lack of supersymmetry evidence the
gravitino had lost favor as a dark matter candidate, initially due to the gravitino problem (Weinberg, 1982). The
Figure 1 technique allowing for examinations of supergravity permits conclusions no longer simply to be
conceptual; this manuscript is unique since it discusses the gravitino as a reality. The facile, inexpensive method
that allowed for symmetry breaking on the lab bench could permit direct studies of the gravitino, including other
superparticles and strings.
Through experiments the nucleon was understood to be a brane that will be discussed in greater detail in
upcoming manuscripts. The brane structure allowed for the picturing of a separation between the Standard
Model visible sector and the underlying region of superparticles including the graviton. Accordingly, the
symmetry breaking due to the Figure 1 method supported gauge mediated supersymmetry breaking (GMSB). In
other words, by exposing Hydrogen in a specific magnetic field strength to particular low frequency quanta at a
set amplitude, i.e. the Figure 1 technique, the underlying sector of superpartners was accessible through the
quantized gauge field or SU(3) Yang-Mills theory: the Figure 1 method creating a symmetry breaking (Tahan,
2012) involving QCD. Experiments resulting in exposure of the Standard Model visible sector to superparticles
including gravitons through GMSB meant that the gravitino should have a low mass.
After learning that a calculated mass for the Higgs boson using events involving the Figure 1 technique (Tahan,
2012) was not significantly different from synchrotron detections if the Standard Model Higgs boson has been
found (Incandela, 2012; Gianotti, 2012), the gravitino mass was appreciated should not be over 1keV, in
consideration of theoretical work indicating that gravitinos would have overclosed the Universe otherwise (Cho
& Uehara, 2004) -- accepting the superpartner to be the LSP thereby preventing problems for BBN. Gravitinos
being light supersymmetric particles would suggest the bodies to be dark matter (Takayama & Yamaguchi, 2000;
Giudice & Rattazzi, 1999). Accordingly, superparticles can have sub-TeV masses while the gravitino can have a
sub-keV mass (Albaid & Babu, 2012), considerations that impelled this manuscript primarily since a sub-keV
gravitino is not the consensus among scholars for the main dark matter candidate. Yet, other mass considerations
will be mentioned in this manuscript for historical context and possibly for use by groups in future studies.
This paper does not suggest that scholars had stopped considering the gravitino in relation to the Cosmos.
Though the gravitino grew less popular as a dark matter candidate, the influence of the superpartner also as the
LSP has continued to be examined including for the particle make-up of the Universe, e.g. having impacted
cosmic Lithium abundances (Bailly, Jedamzik, & Moultaka, 2009). Emergence of the gravitino has been
connected to baryogenesis (Trodden, 2004). Association of the superparticle with baryogenesis has been studied
in detail, presentations having been nearly complete explanations with supersymmetry for baryogenesis and
leptogenesis (Buchmüller, 1998). This manuscript can be included in discussions to bring nearer to completion
work on baryogenesis since a problem in the field has been inclusion of the gravitino in view of its mass, i.e.
uncertainty leading to theoretical studies with varied mass considerations as <1 keV or on the TeV level
(Buchmüller, 1998). Accordingly, this manuscript as a confirmation of the existence of the gravitino should be
understood necessary, events related to a low mass gravitino potentially answering multiple questions in the
Cosmos. This work thus continues with an explanation of how the low mass gravitino can exist in the Universe,
which involves inflation--existence of gravitino dark matter to have been a consequence of it. Discussion will
include the potential influence entropy has had on the superparticle, particularly in relation to black holes due to
observations of black hole evaporations in the laboratory (Tahan, 2011). The possible existence of primordial
black holes as dark matter will be mentioned before describing the Figure 1 technique as a viable option for
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supersymm
metry and strring studies aand concludinng by reiteratting certain oobservations ffrom experim
ments,
significantt as contributioons to explanaations for the laandscape of thhe Universe--prresented by thhis manuscript to be
a 2-brane.
2. Gravitiino Dark Mattter and Inflattion
Observatioons in the labooratory suggessting the existeence of a radioon (graviscalarr) field when tthe largest D-b
brane
was recordded (Tahan, 20012) that will be discussed iin an upcominng manuscript supported thee existence of extra
dimensionns, the gravisccalar being in the fifth dimeension. The symmetry breaaking due to tthe innovation
n that
allowed foor the emergennces of superpparticles includding gravitons from the undeerlying region or fifth dimen
nsion
created thee thought that dark matter beeing a superparrticle related too gravitons reqquired re-assesssment, particu
ularly
regarding how the dark matter
m
could eexist in the preesent Universe. The productiion of supergraavity (Tahan, 2011,
2
2012) forcced attention onn the gravitinoo.
The LSP bbeing a candiddate for dark m
matter has beenn proposed, paarticularly thatt the body is thhe gravitino with
w a
low mass mg ≲1 keV (Pagels & Prim
mack, 1982). Thhe gravitino haas been arguedd should be staable due to R-p
parity
3/2
conservation, which led to the suggesstion that the long lifetime oof the particle would be probblematic, prim
marily
regarding BBN (Weinbeerg, 1982) therreby causing thhe particle to lose popularityy relative to subbsequent proposals
for dark m
matter. Howeveer, inflation waas explained w
would resolve thhe gravitino prroblem, creatinng an abundan
nce in
keeping w
with BBN and the
t Cosmic Miicrowave Backkground (CMB
B) (Guth, 19811; Linde, Phys.. Lett. 108B, 1982a;
Linde, Phyys. Lett. 114B,, 1982b; Lindee, Phys. Lett. 1116B, 335, 19882c; Linde, Phyys. Lett. 116B, 340, 1982d; Ellis,
Linde, & N
Nanopoulos, 1982).
1
When ssupersymmetryy was discoveered could solvve the gauge hhierarchy prob
blem,
the prevailling mass of thhe gravitino beecame about 11TeV. The highher mass did nnot fit well in eexplanations of
o the
Universe, particularly thhat even a smalll number of decays would hhave preventedd BBN or the thhermal spectru
um of
the CMB (Dekel & Ostriker, 1999). Yet, approxim
mately 1TeV ggravitinos werre explained ccould exist without
having beeen problematicc for BBN andd the CMB duue to the reheatting after inflaation (Ellis, Kiim, & Nanopo
oulos,
1984).

Figuure 1. Set-up
Reagent, ACS
S sulfuric acidd (typically 20 mL) was placced in the gra
aphite
96% concd. Mallinckroddt Analytical R
oston,
tube for eaach trial. The barometric prressure and rellative humidityy were about 99.7 kPa and 98-100% (Bo
MA, CW11378) when thee largest laser light D-brane was recorded. N and S are tthe poles of thhe gap magnet. The
light from
m the laser (Quuartet Standardd Laser Pointerr) was on the S pole side off the tube, aboout .017m from
m the
center andd .01-.02 m frrom the bottom
m. The positiooning created an ≈.004-.0055 m line on thhe tube but did
d not
prevent thhe light from entering
e
a vacuuum photocelll that was connnected to a digital oscilloscope. The phottocell
was used ffor positioningg the laser; aliggnment alloweed for consistennt placement oof the light on the tube. The same
number off wooden bloccks was placedd under the pphotocell and tthe stand for tthe laser to raaise the objectts for
alignment.. The tube waas clamped inn the area of tthe static maggnetic field meeasuring approoximately 200
00Gs.
Slight disttance differencces for the tubbe toward the S pole were not a factor; a distance bettween .004-.012 m
should alloow for observaations. The lasser was .34-.355 m from the tuube. The low ffrequency exam
minations invo
olved
the maintaaining of Hydrrogen alignmeent in the maggnetic field. T
Trials confirmeed the importaance of the ma
agnet
since results were not detected
d
when it was eliminnated. The function generatoor was connected to a LED on a
breadboardd from which wires provideed ≈2 Hz (2.0000-2.012 Hz) aand Vp-p=4.3122-4.437, predoominately 4.37
75, to
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the graphite tube. Only one wire with an alligator clip was needed, but three wires were attached to the top of the
tube in a triangular formation to ensure that the frequency and amplitude were reaching it, particularly
considering possible malfunction during a trial as due to corrosion of a clip. The laser was kept on by a clamp,
and the batteries were changed before every trial to guarantee steadiness of the light. The photocell was .63-.64
m from the graphite tube, which was approximately .098-.099 kg. The clamp that held the tube was about .230
kg, and the stand to which the clamp was attached was near 1.458 kg, which included the ≈.153kg clamp holder.
The photocell and oscilloscope were not part of the technique and were not needed if consistent light placement
could be achieved without them, explaining why the items are not in the figure. The only parts always to be
maintained are the frequency and amplitude, graphite tube (Crucible, Saed/Manfredi G40, 1.5"OD x 1.25"ID x
3.75"DP), the consistent magnetic field strength (about 2000 Gs), and the concentrated sulfuric acid. Supplying
the main components for the set-up differently can be tried, e.g. a Hydrogen source other than sulfuric acid.
However, the other parts may have to be modified depending on the incorporation; for example, the amplitude
may have to be adjusted. Changing the amplitude when using only one wire should not be needed. If the Figure 1
method is ineffective and the alligator clip of the wire is properly connected and not needing to be replaced,
particularly if the experimenter had connected the three wires differently an amplitude adjustment for use with
only the one wire may be needed considering that the three wires may have been providing quanta uniquely for
proper string vibrations. The tube and acid should be replaced periodically to avoid variables, e.g. impurities in
the acid or deformation of the tube over time due to the acid that could prevent consistent conduction of the
frequency. The set-up allowed for the periodic emergences of superparticles including gravitons that can be
written as a reaction: gluon, gluon, gluon, gluino, gluino, gluino, photon, proton, electron, W- boson, Higgs
boson, Z boson, axion, dilaton→graviton, gravitino, neutron, electron neutrino, graviscalar, graviphoton, photon,
photon, photon, sneutrino, selectron, saxion (Tahan, 2012). The reaction can be used to predict other particles
and can be edited to include or eliminate bodies if determined necessary especially after incorporating proper
detectors with the technique.
Figure 1 illustrates the set-up of the technique that allowed for the emergence of gravitons in the laboratory. The
method involved utilizing 2 Hz at a specific amplitude to cause vibrations of the Hydrogen brane, which led to
increased energy and consequently ultimately symmetry breaking that was periodic in the concentrated sulfuric
acid Hydrogen source, i.e. symmetry breaking for different Hydrogen occurring at intervals during the typical
approximately one hour trials. In other words, increasing string vibrations are equivalent to a growing energy
(Scherk & Schwarz, 1974). The 2 Hz was influential primarily since it affected gluon field strings: a strong force
string underlying a field of quanta of a consistent nature (Yang & Mills, 1954). The field strength (coupling
constant) between quarks is uniform (Mills, 1994), and as the energy grew the coupling constant decreased
(Aharony, Gubser, Maldacena, Ooguri, & Oz, 2000). Since the Hydrogen stayed aligned in the magnetic field,
the tension of the Hydrogen brane and associated strings remained relatively feeble thereby permitting the
increasing vibrations. The proton, with consideration of electron capture (Tahan, 2012), resultantly eventually
dissociated allowing for the glueball and symmetry breaking. Specifically, if understanding Yang-Mills theory to
be a quantum gauge theory with the gauge group SU(N) being equal to a string theory with 1/N as the string
coupling constant (’t Hooft, 1974; Maldacena, 1998), the strong force coupling constant gradually reached the
limit 1/3, a large N analogous to a vibration limit (Aharony, Gubser, Maldacena, Ooguri, & Oz, 2000), due to the
continuous influence of the 2 Hz quanta that led to deconfinement. By that, the coupling constant can be thought
inversely proportional to an energy that represents the gluon field. The growing oscillations of a string would
cause a gluon field to approach a limit infinity (’t Hooft, 1974). At high energy from advancing to the limit, the
coupling constant equaled zero that resulted in the release of gluon strings. The glueball consequently emerging
due to the combining of the gluon strings (Tahan, 2012) prior to the massive superpartners of the graviton
indicated that confinement and the Higgs mechanism are different facets of the strong force string (Fradkin &
Shenker, 1979). Accordingly, graviton-related observations in the laboratory (Tahan, 2011, 2012) were
supportive of GMSB, which suggested the gravitino mass to be under 1 TeV (Ratz, 2006).
What should be remembered is that conclusions in this manuscript are based on results from experiments.
Observations occurred since the Figure 1 technique led to a symmetry breaking that exposed aspects of the
Universe, appearances not being restricted to the lab. In other words, the emergences were from the ubiquitous
Cosmos, the Figure 1 set-up only having been a means to experience previously conceptual unknowns.
Accordingly, thoughts for the make-up of the Universe were unavoidable. For instance, gravitinos or other
particle production that happened before inflation would have been extremely diluted by the expansion so that
production would only have been of interest for history of the Universe studies.
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Gravitinos as dark matter thus emerged after inflation (Moroi, 1995). Inflatons, the inflaton field, after inflation
decayed to particles and consequently released energy that increased the temperature of the Universe, i.e. the
reheating after inflation. Slight R-parity violation likely occurred since stable R-parity could have permitted the
production of additional gravitinos due to the decay of heavier superparticles. R-parity violation would have
caused other superparticles to decay directly to Standard Model particles, not impacting the gravitino abundance
(Bomark, 2011). With slight R-parity violation the gravitino as the LSP is unstable with a lifetime longer than the
age of the Universe (Takayama & Yamaguchi, 2000), stable on a cosmological timescale (Lemoine, Moultaka, &
Jedamzik, 2007).
Reheating is an important consideration since the topic has been connected directly to the gravitino problem.
Reheating has been bothersome in discussions of the gravitino as dark matter since adjusting the reheating
temperature as a function of the gravitino mass has been argued is required (Jedamzik, Lemoine, & Moultaka,
2006). The relic abundance of gravitinos has been mentioned can be approximately linearly dependent on the
reheating temperature permitting a gravitino density to account for dark matter (Bolz, Brandenburg, &
Buchmüller, 2001). But experimentation led to the conclusion that any discussions of the abundance should
involve low mass gravitinos while considering the masses for other particles associated with the symmetry
breaking, e.g. the Higgs boson, which is not extensively in the literature.
Scholars have explained that reheating need not be problematic if considering R-parity violation and the
gravitino to be the LSP with a mass ≲1keV. Specifically, creation of entropy has been suggested would cause
necessary dilution of the gravitino abundance, though certain explanations have been insufficient. For instance,
late decay of the lightest messenger particle to a visible sector particle thereby promoting entropy production,
leading to dilution of the gravitino abundance, and resulting in suitable gravitino dark matter for randomly high
reheating temperatures (Fujii &Yanagida, 2002) has been argued to be an inadequate notion. At least two types
of lightest messenger particles exist, and the lightest messenger particle with SU(2) quantum numbers would
decay dominantly to vector bosons when the messenger number is broken. Accordingly, a problem would have
been that the decays of messengers and superparticles would have occurred too quickly (Staub, Porod, &
Niemeyer, 2010; Staub, 2008).
Scenarios of entropy production have been proposed involving novel particles, e.g. the axion and saxion.
However, the ideas (Baer, Kraml, Lessa, & Sekmen, 2010; Kamada, Nakai, & Sakai, 2011; Baer, Lessa, &
Sreethawong, 2012) have contained gravitinos that are too massive related to GMSB or have included a different
Higgs boson mass from what has been suggested by experiments. Entropy production proposals allowing for an
approximately 125 GeV Higgs boson and low mass gravitinos (Ibe & Sato, 2012) should be favored, particularly
when including slight R-parity violation due to resulting advantages as not hindering BBN (Barbier et al., 2005;
Pérez & Spinner, 2012) -- the combination not having been found in the literature.
2.1 Black Holes as Entropy Sources and the Universe Brane
Black holes produced due to the Figure 1 technique and subsequent evaporations being observed (Tahan, 2011,
2012) suggested that a simple source of entropy in the Universe has been black holes. The holographic principle
(holography) was suggested in the laboratory by the produced rotating black hole, a black hole D-brane, in the
graphite tube providing entropy to the largest laser light D-brane recorded in trials and will be discussed in a
future manuscript. Accordingly, black holes could be sources of entropy for the Universe brane, explaining
Universe composition observations as the appearance of three-dimensional space (’t Hooft, 1993; Bekenstein,
1994; Susskind, 1995). Specifically, inflation often has been discussed separately from brane cosmology,
particularly avoiding certain brane proposals that proponents of inflation have argued are problematic (Linde,
2002). Experimentation with the Figure 1 technique hinted at coexistence to some extent involving extra
dimensions including D-branes. The inflation Universe is a 2-brane with a fifth dimension of superparticles
including gravitons. The conclusion is an expansion of the understanding of nucleon branes and the observation
of the D-brane with an open string (Tahan, 2011).
While primarily stable gravitino theoretical studies have concluded that late entropy production needed not occur
in relation to a low mass gravitino <keV (Giudice & Rattazzi, 1999), the understanding from research that black
holes evaporate suggested that entropy potentially influenced the gravitino abundance in some regard,
particularly if appreciating the possibility that primordial black holes existed (Carr & Hawking, 1974).
Theoretical studies have suggested that primordial black hole evaporations could have contributed entropy for
the make-up of the Universe (Zel'dovich & Starobinskiǐ, 1976; Frampton, 2009). Primordial black holes also
have been discussed to be dark matter (Carr & Hawking, 1974; Afshordi, McDonald, & Spergel, 2003) including
being all the dark matter in the Cosmos of the Standard Model (Frampton, Kawasaki, Takahashi, & Yanagida,
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2010).
A conclusion from experimentation is that any discussions of dark matter must have supersymmetric
considerations. Yet, since the reality of the fifth dimension was concluded from experiments the primordial black
hole cannot be excluded as a dark matter candidate: theoretical work having suggested that extra dimensions
could allow primordial black holes to subsist (Argyres, Dimopoulos, & March-Russell, 1998). Accordingly,
research with the Figure 1 technique suggested that multiple dark matter particles can exist.
Other dark matter bodies have been proposed in connection with the gravitino (Feng, Kamionkowski, & Lee,
2010). Again this manuscript considers gravitinos as with other superparticles including the graviton to be in the
underlying region or fifth dimension. Consequently, the primary dark matter being gravitinos and primordial
black holes in the fifth dimension is plausible. The concurrence could be imagined to extend the existence of
dark matter if considering the suggestion that primordial black hole evaporations could be sources of gravitinos
(Khlopov, Barrau, & Grain, 2006), apart from understanding that gravitinos could supplement primordial black
hole dilutions. Thus, evaporation would have multiple purposes.
Entropy is considered to be provided to the Universe brane regardless of the gravitino. What was concluded from
experimentation with the Figure 1 technique was that the D-branes for the laser light and produced black holes
were in the fifth dimension. Therefore, expressing an entropy source for the Universe brane to be the fifth
dimension is inclusive of black holes and vice versa unless a different entropy provider is mentioned in relation
to the extra dimension.
Laser light D-branes were observed to be different sizes in trials, explained due to the black holes resulting from
the Figure 1 technique in the graphite tube being energy sources. For example, the trial with the largest laser
light D-brane seemed also to have the black hole with the greatest area, the appearances coinciding (Tahan, 2011,
2012). Observation of the nearly parallel positioning of the largest laser light D-brane relative to the graphite
tube suggested that description of the fifth dimension as an underlying region should be reworded. Seemingly the
bulk or fifth dimension surrounds or more specifically is ubiquitous in relation to the Universe brane, rather than
visualizing it underneath. The Universe brane can be imagined resting in the bulk similarly to how an object
would exist submerged in water. By that, as with other D-branes it is in the fifth dimension, i.e. all D-branes
seem to be in the ubiquitous bulk or fifth dimension.
D-branes or for simplicity strings can be positioned in relation to the Universe brane thereby influencing the
visible world, as with superparticles including gravitons. A black hole in the graphite tube had a specific
orientation in relation to surroundings due to production. Thus, a brane would receive entropy or energy in
relation to the position of the high gravitational area, which again was thought responsible for the observable
dimensionality and size of the recorded, largest laser light D-brane. Accordingly, the extra dimension may
provide entropy differently depending on the source, particularly in relation to the brane or object receiving the
entropy.
The interaction of the black hole with the largest laser light D-brane was supportive of the high gravitational area
having been a D0-brane or a collection of D0-branes, again concluded to be in the fifth dimension as with other
D-branes. D0-branes have been described to act like gravitons (Banks, Fischler, Shenker, & Susskind, 1997).
The curving of the laser light around the graphite tube due to gravitons coupling to the tube was evidence for the
bending of spacetime (Tahan, 2011). When understanding therefore that D0-branes and gravitons are in the fifth
dimension, extreme warping or bending of the dimension should be considered. Addressed extensively in the
literature, a warped extra dimension helps resolve long-standing cosmological problems: e.g. gauge and
quark-lepton mass hierarchies (Hundi & SenGupta, 2013; Das & SenGupta, 2013). A warped fifth dimension
permits visualization of string bodies to be positioned in relation to the Universe brane, for example
superparticles including gravitons being near the brane in respect of the fifth dimension being infinite thus not
needing a second brane to explain gravity (Randall, 2005; Randall & Sundrum, 1999). Additionally, the focus of
this paper on the fifth dimension should not be thought a disregard for compactified dimensions including
Calabi-Yau space that will be mentioned in a future manuscript.
As suggested in experiments related to the produced black hole and the largest laser light D-brane, a more
directional source of entropy for the three spatial dimensions would be logical. Accordingly as observed in trials
regarding produced black holes and surroundings, relatively consistent orientation in regards to the Universe
brane would support black holes to be the sources of entropy for three-dimensionality. Pretending that every
black hole could evaporate in the lifetime of the Cosmos, naturally consequently a loss of three-dimensionality
could be imagined. Thus, numerous scenarios for the existence of the Universe could be proposed including the
eventual full elimination of three-dimensional space for the entire Universe 2-brane, particularly if other entropy
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as from the extra dimension would not compensate for the entropy lost from black holes. However with
continued creation of entropy sources, e.g. black holes, including as the Universe expands uniform
disappearance of all entropy is difficult to envision. Furthermore, a different entropy source may be found to be
more similarly orientated to the Universe brane as the largest laser light D-brane and the associated black hole in
the laboratory so that the entropy source or in combination to an entropy source as black holes may be
determined to be more responsible for three-dimensionality.
The largest area black hole in the lab likely occurred due to interactions of gravitons with atoms in the tube,
particularly considering that the production process of the Figure 1 technique was consistent so that black holes
should not have been expected to be different sizes. Also, gravitons emerging from the fifth dimension and
interacting thereby creating high gravitational areas, black holes, likely occurred particularly related to observed
gravitational lensing of the laser light that will be discussed in an upcoming manuscript. In other words,
gravitons influencing each other should be included in explanations for black hole observations in the laboratory
and for the structures of black holes in the Universe especially if symmetry breaking might occur, thereby
allowing for gravitons to emerge from the fifth dimension, due to the typical means of gravitational or stellar
collapse that produces black holes in the Cosmos.
As taught in string theory that strings have tension (Zwiebach, 2004), experimentation supported that the
Hydrogen brane has tension. Therefore when understanding superparticles including gravitons and branes to be
in the fifth dimension, influence on the Universe brane would vary if concentrations of superparticles
particularly gravitons were inconsistently positioned in relation to it. For instance, an additional cause for a black
hole in the Cosmos could be an unusual amount of gravitons at a specific location of the fifth dimension near the
Universe brane, i.e. concentrations of gravitons being observed as black holes in the dimensions of spacetime.
Gravitons also should influence other particles including dark matter in the fifth dimension.
Entropy discussions in this manuscript have been related to the gravitino since a low mass gravitino has been
proposed to be dark matter and the LSP. Yet, entropy likely played more roles at different periods of the Universe,
including related to particle abundances. The most consistent result of entropy on the Universe brane historically
seemingly would be the emergence of three-dimensional space. The description of the fifth dimension being
ubiquitous may appear problematic regarding the providing of entropy to the Universe brane thereby resulting in
three spatial dimensions. Thus, all entropy from the extra dimension seemingly would not contribute to the
visible dimensionality of the Universe. Also, the discussion of entropy from the extra dimension should not be
thought to eliminate contributions of entropy on the Universe brane.
3. Colliders and the Figure 1 Technique
Scholars have favored the scenario of late decay to have occurred in the Universe particularly when considering
the gravitino to be the LSP and have suggested that detection of the gravitino might occur from next to lightest
superparticle (NLSP) decay at facilities as synchrotrons. Since staff at synchrotrons continue to have difficulty
detecting superparticles, the Figure 1 technique should be appreciated as a viable alternative for supersymmetry
and string studies. The innovation has been the only method that has exposed supersymmetry and strings: e.g.
the D-brane with an open string (Tahan, 2011).
The descriptions in this manuscript of low mass gravitinos, being dark matter and the LSP, support
supersymmetry to subsist because of events related to inflation. Broken supersymmetry is appreciated to resolve
problems with inflation and the landscape of the Universe (Linde, Phys. Lett. 116B, 335, 1982c; Ellis,
Nanopoulos, Olive, & Tamvakis, 1982; Ellis, Nanopoulos, Olive, & Tamvakis, 1983). Accordingly,
interdependence between supersymmetry and inflation can be stated to have been a reason for life, i.e. the
Universe of Standard Model particles and dark matter would not exist otherwise. Supersymmetry breaking has
not been more regularly discussed related to inflation because evidence for superparticles did not exist until the
string experimentation with the Figure 1 set-up. The reheating after inflation would not have caused a return to
the state before the broken symmetry (Linde, JETP Lett. 37, 1983b; Linde, Phys. Lett. 132B, 1983e; Nanopoulos,
Olive, & Srednicki, 1983). Also, symmetry breaking solves the primordial monopole problem; monopoles would
not have appeared in the observable part of the Universe after the broken symmetry (Linde, Phys. Lett. 131B,
1983a).
Synchrotrons not having presented supersymmetry support it to be a broken symmetry, which allows
superparticles to be heavier than corresponding Standard Model particles. Supersymmetry is broken in a hidden
sector in GMSB (The ATLAS Collaboration 2012). Thus, the symmetry breaking due to the Figure 1 technique
that allowed for access to the fifth dimension of superparticles (Tahan, 2011, 2012) can be thought a moving in
an opposite direction regarding supersymmetry compared to at the beginning of the Universe. In other words,
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rather than shielding supersymmetry from the visible world the symmetry breaking exposed it.
The low mass and long lifetime of the gravitino could make detection with certain instruments difficult. The
gravitino with a mass ~keV has been suggested will not be observed in dark matter search experiments (Lemoine,
Moultaka, & Jedamzik, 2007). The weak coupling of the gravitino with matter makes direct detection with
synchrotrons improbable. However, again scholars have suggested that colliders may provide data for gravitinos
due to production from the decay of a NLSP that might create a variety of signals (Menci, Fiore, & Lamastra,
2012). The experimental signature would depend on the nature of the NLSP (Aad et al., 2012). This manuscript
supporting R-parity violation in the evolution of the Universe discourages the NLSP decay possibility. R-parity
violation rules-out NLSP decay to gravitinos, the NLSP being short-lived and decaying directly to R-parity even
particles (Takayama & Yamaguchi, 2000), thereby reducing the chance that gravitinos can be detected at
colliders and meaning that only the Figure 1 technique can allow for dark matter manifestations, apart from
superparticles generally.
If the Figure 1 set-up would be placed in front of or preferably surrounded by a proper detector, measurement of
low mass gravitinos could be argued would be supportive of the validity of chaotic inflation, apart from
confirming the gravitino as dark matter. A detector could be focused primarily on the spin of the particle, though
a direct mass measurement might be made. Yet if similar reasons for the inability to sight the gravitino with
synchrotrons or specific dark matter experiments are encountered, success in having produced the gravitino can
be understood simply with observations due to the production of the graviton, again the particle having been
responsible for the recorded curving of the laser light around the tube in trials (Tahan, 2011). By that, evidence
for the gravitino can be written has been seen, being the appearance of supergravity. Or an additional particle, e.g.
a body as presented in the reaction of the Figure 1 description, could be detected that might be related to the
gravitino, aside from superparticles emerging generally from the fifth dimension through use of the Figure 1
technique. The innovation could be incorporated for alternative studies, e.g. trying to trap and store the gravitino
for analyses. Also, since a D-brane with an open string that was influenced by a produced high gravitational area
was recorded (Tahan, 2011) use of the Figure 1 technique to see strings, apart from supersymmetry and dark
matter, while incorporating a detector could advance studies considering that direct observation of a string is
unlikely with the set-ups of present detectors or facilities. Therefore, as with the need for new technologies to
study the unseen--e.g. the microscope having been needed to investigate the micro-world, the telescope having
been required to examine phenomena outside of Earth, etc--the Figure 1 method should be understood the new
tool for exploring science beyond the Standard Model.
4. Conclusions
Though experimentation proposed GMSB and a low mass gravitino, overall exclusion of other dark matter
particles including bodies in the reaction of Figure 1 did not occur. Because trials confirmed the existence of
extra dimensions this manuscript supports that multiple dark matter bodies could exist in the history of a
Universe. Besides re-introducing the gravitino as dark matter this manuscript has specified that the gravitino
should have a low mass, has indicated the validity of GMSB, has presented low mass gravitinos and primordial
black holes to be dark matter, and has explained the participation of inflation for the existence of the low mass
gravitino.
R-parity violation explains neutrino masses and mixings consequently resolving the atmospheric neutrino
anomaly and solar neutrino problem (Romão, Díaz, Hirsch, Porod, & Valle, 2000; Takayama & Yamaguchi,
2000), numerous references could have been cited, that allows the gravitino as the LSP to be dark matter since
the superpartner can be long-lived particularly compared to other superparticles (Takayama & Yamaguchi, 2000).
When remembering the black hole evaporations from trials and the thought that primordial black holes may
presently exist due to extra dimensions, the primary dark matter thus being gravitinos in consideration of slight
R-parity violation and primordial black holes is reasonable: gravitinos and primordial black holes being cold
dark matter. Therefore, the Figure 1 method that led to the conclusion of a low mass gravitino provides answers
to multiple cosmological questions.
Scholars have suggested that the dark matter was influential for the present make-up of the Cosmos, e.g.
gravitinos having been involved possibly in the formation of galaxies (Efstathiou & Silk, 1983). Black holes
including evaporation also have been proposed could have created baryogenesis (Turner, 1979; Upadhyay, Gupta,
& Saxena, 1999) and contributed to the evolution of structures in the Universe, e.g. galaxy formation (Kawasaki,
Kusenko, & Yanagida, 2012; Carr, 1977). This manuscript has supported gravitinos to exist due to thermal
production. The gravitino being ≲1keV is in keeping with theory regarding how best the particle could fit in the
observable Universe.
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The proposal of other dark matter bodies is a probabilistic consideration due to the understanding of extra
dimensions from the laboratory while appreciating the possibility of a multi-universe, i.e. different dark matter
particles could be found depending on an environment or landscape though gravitinos and primordial black holes
could account for all dark matter. Again supergravity was confirmed through experiments with the Figure 1
technique that created a symmetry breaking resulting in the emergences of superparticles including gravitons
(Tahan, 2011, 2012). Chaotic inflation has been the only manner for implementing inflation in the context of
supergravity (Goncharov & Linde 1984; Linde, JETP Lett. 38, 1983c; Linde, Phys. Lett. 129B, 1983d). The
appearance of the D-brane with an open string was supportive of chaotic inflation involving a multi-universe
(Linde, 1986) -- a string theory landscape.
Again most literature is focused on the Cosmos of the Standard Model--fewer works incorporating
supersymmetric dark matter particularly including extra dimensions and the Universe as a 2-brane. Laboratory
work with the Figure 1 technique suggested the legitimacy of holography and exposed the radion (graviscalar)
field of the fifth dimension that seemingly separated the black hole and laser light D-branes. The black hole
D-brane having provided entropy to the largest laser light D-brane hinted that black holes in the Cosmos should
be continuously providing entropy, which could be producing the appearance of three-dimensional space from
the 2-brane.
Characteristics of the Universe brane as tension also have been proposed affected the abundances, including for
the gravitino, and types of particles in the Cosmos (Mazumdar, 2001). Thus the distribution of gravitinos,
entropy likely having participated and having contributed to the gravitino dark matter being cold (Lemoine,
Moultaka, & Jedamzik, 2007), might be suggested an insufficient explanation for gravitational influences
typically associated with dark matter. The masses from present primordial black holes accordingly would
compensate for the low mass of the gravitino; all dark matter bodies would contribute to nearby, characteristic
events. Again other dark matter possibly accompanying the gravitino has been proposed, discussions having
involved the gravitino as warm dark matter (Staub, Porod, & Niemeyer, 2010). This work has been a first
presentation suggesting gravitinos and primordial black holes could be cold dark matter simultaneously.
The recording of a D-brane with an open string and the understanding of the existence of an extra-dimension
(Tahan, 2011, 2012) again was due to the Figure 1 method creating a symmetry breaking involving the Hydrogen
brane, consequently causing superparticles including gravitons to emerge from the fifth dimension. Inclusions to
the literature from this manuscript, a result of lab observations as superparticle effects, particularly related to the
Universe brane with gravitino dark matter therefore should allow for a more complete picture of the Cosmos.
Improved history discussions and organization of the Universe can be made by including fields, inflation,
spontaneous supersymmetry breaking, extra dimensions particularly the fifth dimension, superparticles including
gravitons, gravitinos as dark matter, R-parity violation, dark energy being vacuum energy, black hole evaporation,
D-branes, and holography. This work should have contributed to the understanding of the interaction of
components as mentioned in the previous sentence, including one factor influencing the existence of a different
component, for the reality of the Universe.
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